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THE UNIFORM CHART OF ACCOUNTS: 0

A Description With Cormments on Potential Use With Case Mix Data

Background and Perspective 0

The Research Department at the Naval School of Health Sciences, Bethesda,

Maryland, has been conducting patient case mix related research for the past

three years. During this time, the utility of Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs)

to monitor average length of patient stay and convalescent leave for active duty

patients has been demonstrated (1,2,3,4). Current case-mix related efforts are

being directed towards the development of nospital reimbursement methods that

account for differences in the types of patients being treated. One option for

military hospitals would be to adopt the DRG-based cost figures already in use -

by the Department of Health and Human Services for reimbursement of Medicare

cases(5). An alternative solution would oe to develop a set of military specific

JRG cost figures that would take into account special characteristics of

treatment in a military setting. This could be accomplished by interweaving

tne current cost accounting system used oy the Navy Medical Command (the Jnif3rm .

Cnart _)f Accounts) witn a resource allocation process based upon patient case

mix t) create a measure of average cost per patient within the ORG groupings.

To explore the possibilities of combining GRG information ana 'CA oata to

Jerive cost of tr, ig patients in military 4ospitals, it is first necessary to

have a general knowledge of JCA. An introduction to the key terms and concepts

of tne JCA is provijeo in this report. In addition, comments specific to issues

in:volieu in combining tne uCA cata 4itn otiier sources of inforniaLion aoout

patients in nilitary hospitals iave been adaressed.
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Introduction to the UCA System

The Uniform Chart of Accounts (UCA) is a cost accounting system unique

to military fixed medical treatment facilities, it had its inception when the

Departments of Defense (DOD), Health, Education, and Welfare (OHEW), and Office

.*. of Management and Budget (0MB) conducted a joint study of the military health

care system (1973-1975). The group's recommendations were published as a report

in late 1975 (6). In response to some of the issues raised in the study, a decision

was made by DOD to create an accounting system which would provide a common data

* base of military medical cost information. The result was the UCA, which was

tested in 1978 and 1979, and implemented in the three services starting in v 80.

According to the UCA manual published by DOD (7), the objectives of

the system are to provide:

1) a single tri-service chart of accounts;

2) common definitions for workload, cost elements,
and work centers;

3) a basis for management reports;

4) a means of measuring performance for:

(a) internal comparisons (within hospitals),

(b) iater-service comparisons,

(c) intra-service comparisons, and

(d) civilian sector comparisons;

5) a mechanism to measure efficiency and cost
effectiveness; and

6) a common mechanism for the assignment of
overhead and ancillary service expenses.

12
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A particularly attractive feature of the UCA is that it nas been designed to

meet cost accounting needs for individual facilities while still providing ,

expense and workload data that may be both compared and aggregated with -

information from other facilities. This is possible because of shared

standardized procedures and definitions. •

Structure of JCA Account Codes

* .. O.~.

The account codes to which expenses are allocated go to a depth of

four levels, ranging from very general to very specific (See Figure 1). The

highest level account is called a functional account. There are six major I O

functional accuunts: two accounts designated as intermediate functional

accounts -- Ancillary Services and Direct Services, and four final functional

accounts -- Inpatient Care, Ambulatory Care, Dental Care, and Special Programs. _

Expense and performance information is initially accumulated into all six

functional accounts. However, costs accumulated initially into the two

intermediata functional accounts represent indirect costs which must later be L

reallocated to the four final functional categories. Eacin of these functional

accounts is coded with a single alphabetic character as follows: A - Inpatient

:are, 6 - Ambulatory Care, C - Dental Care, D - Ancillary Services, E - Support

Services, F - Special Programs. All of the costs of a medical treatment

facility will fall into one of these categories. The categories are so broad, -"-

however, that it is helpful to break them down into more specific second, thira,

ana eve! fjurti level accounts.

-ach of :ie six functional accounts listeo above can be broKen

Jown into one or ',iori summary accounts. For example, Inpatient :are (A) , _

3 .~~~~. .° .o .. .. . . . . ..
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contains six summary accounts, each with a unique second level account code:

medical (AA), surgical (AB), OB/GYN (AC), pediatric (AD), orthopedic (AE), and

psychiatric (AF) care. Some of these summary accounts are further subdivided

into more detailed third level accounts.

The third level account, called a subaccount, reports cost information

at the level of the work center. The work center is a functional or .

organizational subdivision of the medical facility that: accumulates

identifiable, signilicant expenses; occupies physical space and has assigned

manpower; produces a meaningful work output; and provides a unique service. In

addition, its function is assigned or authorized by higher authority (7). (See

Appendix A for a more detailed definition.) Specific examples of work centers

include internal medicine, pathology, lab, and command administrative support

services. To continue with the example begun above, under the summary account

medical care (AA) fall the subaccounts of internal medicine (AAA), cardiology ...

(AAB), coronary care (AAC), and so on through the final medical care subaccount:

I'mndical care not elsewhere classified" (AAZ).

The fourtn level account codes are primarily for internal use by

the reporting facility. These optional codes are assigned meaning by the

individual facility and may be used for purposes such as accounting for costs

0
shared by specialty services on a single ward.

5
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overview of the UCA Process

Tile overall process of prouucing UCA data and suminary reports

consists of tne following steps:

1) accumulation by work center of financial, personnel,
patient, and facilities data from existing sources
within each tacility;

2)purification of the data collected in the previous
step (involves reassiyniiq expenses trom one work
center to one or more other expense accounts);

3) reoistriuutilon of interrneoiate expense account costs
(support services ano ancillary services) to final
operating expense accounts (stepoown procedure);
a no -

4) production of tne major summary report (the
Aeaical Expense ano Performance Report, or MEPR).

:acri ot trnese steps is aiscussed in nore aetail in the following

sections of this report.

i.aza Accumlulation

r~atrier ton require the facilities to ouplicate existing nianagement

irTrr:,ation systems, tne UCA uses as its source of cost iwrormation data which

have alreacy U-een gathered by previously existing systems. In ,,os. -lases, tnese

data are aoequate tor direct use in the UCA or can oe rlodi'ieu easily to tit Lhe

UCA requirements. The aata are of *two general types: expense intormacion ano

pert or-iance measures.

6



Expense data includes any information, reporteo in uollar amiounts,

auout tne value ot the transactions and events of each work center. Eaco work

center has its own operating expense account (UEA) into which direct cost

information is accumulated. First, all non-personnel expenses are assigned to *
botri intermnediate and final OEAs. Tnese expenses include depreciation of any

medical or dental equipmient, purchased through a source other than Navy supplies,

wniCh has a value of over S3,UOU. It is during this step that the tull-tim~e

equivalent (FTE) man-montnis co be chargeu to each account are aeterminea. dasea

upon L~ie FTE's, salary expenses for civilian and ilitary employees are charged

to the appropriate work centers. At the end of this stage of the processing,

all costs nave been assigned to an operating expense account. In later steps

some of tnese costs will De reassigned to reflect resource consumption of

ancillary and support services by work centers proviuiing direct patient

care/services.

in addition to the expense intorrnation, each work center collects

performnance factors. Inese are measures of the work produced by a given

tuniction which, when divided into the total costs for that function, give a cost

per workloaa ratio. The cost per workload ratio is a variation of the classic

etticiency measure, a comparison of outputs to inputs. (See Table 1 t1jr a

listing of tnie injiviaual 1UCA work centers and their associated pertf)rjarce

tactur ,). For example, consioer tne Internal M4edicine work center, whnose.*-7

tjnctions are to: 0) proviac inpatient Care anld Consultative service LO

Patients Suirering trom medically related disease ana illness, 2) maintain

cuiAnunircaole jisease tacilizies, 3) maititain liaisons with govrnmr!en~t

3utndricies, aoc 4) Drovije sibspecialty assistance wnier'e neeaeo (7). rn e

.* * * % * ~ *. ~ .. % 2 ... j.2 ;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . * 7
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operating expense account for the Internal Medicine work center will contain all

of the operating expenses incurred in providing and maintaining these functions.

The performance measure, or performance factor, associated with the Internal

Medicine work center is the occupied bed day (OBD). After the purified and --

Table I

Statistical Data for Each UCA Work Center

ReIated Related
Work Cnter(&) Statistical Data Work Center ) $tsicai Data

inpatient Care Occupied Bed Day Public Works Various
Ambulatory Care Visit
Dental Care Weighted Dental Pro- material Services Dollar: of Supply

cedure/Proathodontic Housekeeping and Hours of Service

Work Unit Janitorial Service
AncllIry Services Biomedical Equipment Hours of Service

Pharmacy Weighted Procedure Repair
Pathology Weighted Procedure Linen and Laundry Pounds of Laundry

Service
Radiology Weighted Procedure Inpatient Food Service Rtions Served
Special Procedures Procedure Inpatient Affairs Occupied Bed Day
Services Ambulatory Care Outpatient Visit@

. Central Sterile Supply/ Hours of Service/ Administration
Material Service $ of Supplies--

• Surgical Services Hours of Service
Same Day Services Hours of Service

Rehabilitative Services Visit Special Programa
Nuclear Medicine Weighted Procedure Specified Health Related Various

Progrm
S S Public Health Services Various
Support Services Health Care Services Various
Depreciation OIDS/Visits Support
Commend and Administrative rTE Man Months

Support Services Military Unique Medical Various

Personnel Support Services Square Footage Activities
Patient Movement and

Militery Patient
Administration

Source: LT Michael Jones, Head of Cost Accounting
Accounting Section, Naval Medical Command

T'~~~~........ .......... .......-.. . ,.... o
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processed expense uata have been assigned to the Internal Medicine work center, --

a cost pertormance ratio (cost per occupied bec day) is calculated and reported.

rnis ratio can be used to compare cost per occupied bed day for inpatient care

work centers within a hospital or to compare costs for similar work centers in

otner facilities. The performance measures are also used later in the stepdown

and purification process to assign costs accumulated in indirect operating

expense accounts to the appropriate direct care work centers. For example, the

performance factor of weignted procedures would be used to calculate the

proportion ot tne total expense incurred by the Radiology work center which will

be reassignea to the Internal Medicine work center during the purification

process.

Uata Purification and Stepdown Procedure

Purification of the expense account information involves reassigning costs

trom one work center to one or more other expense accounts. For example,

surgery patients wno fall under more than one account coue may be careo for on ..

tne same ward. Expense information for all of those patients is initially

accumulatea in one expense account representing the costs for the entire ward.

Tnerefore, ttie costs for uifferent types of patients have oeen "pooled" -.

t.get:ier. Before reporting the final expense figures, the cost pools -nust be

oroken oown ana real Iocated to conform to tne standardized expense account

oefinitions. Tnis purification process may be done eitner before (pre-purifi-

cation) or after (post-purification) the stepdown proceuure aescribea uelow.

are-purification Goes not reassiyn overoeac costs.)

9
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In tne stepdowi procedure, expense aata is reallocated from thie intermediate

operating expenise accounts in which it was initially accumulated to other

intermediate operating expense accounts using their services, and lastly, to

final operating expense accounts. Each intermediate expense account is

stepped down (beginning with the most general of the intermediate accounts) then

* it is closed. Ultimately, all expense information is assignea to one of the four

final operating expense accounts (see Figure 2). Tne rationale for this

procedure is that work centers falling under the interrueaiate operating expense

accounts provide services Which constitute overhead for the work centers in the

final operating expense accounts.

Figure 2

Stepdown Procedure for Assignment of Overhead Expenses

Direct Most

Operating services

Atounta eas Expenses

Ancillary meneral (Direct o t

a e (Overh~ead)

Operating a te e F
E xpense a

Ac~CUrlt3

I.. ,4 I

Stepdown Predre osinmn fOehedEpne

10
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The intermediate OEA expenses are stepped down proportionally by workload

data into the final OEAs. For example, Linen and Laundry Services accumulates

S150,uOU in expenses in the first quarter. Inpatient Care makes use of the .-. -

laundry services, using 3 of the total 4 tons that the laundry service provided

during the first quarter. So, in the final OEA, three fourtis of the $150,000

spent by Linen and Laundry Services is reallocated to Inpatient Care as an

expense. Tnis procedure is repeated until all the expenses originally allocated

to Linen and Laundry Services have been reassigned to final OEAs. This .•

proportional reallocation of expenses occurs for all of the ancillary and

support expenses, based upon the performance factors listed earlier in Table 1.

Tie reallocation of funds is done by the computerized Expense Assignment System

(EAS).

After tne completion of the cost purification and stepdown procedures,

management reports such as those discussed in the next section are produced.

Uata Reporting

".-

After UCA data have been processed through the Expense Assignment System,

reports that summarize costs by work center within individual facilities are

produced. These reports are created quarterly and include quarterly and

up-tJ-date cost figures. Appendices 3 and C contain examples of such reports.

Tne Medical Expense/Performance Report (MEPR) (see Appendix 3) is the

standaruized output eirvisioned by the creators of the UCA. It reports cost

information by subaccounts (third level of account codes). Contingent upon the

vJ'idi'y ana reliability of the data reported by the indivioual Facilities, the

. .- . - .--. .-.
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expense figures, performance factors, and efficiency ratios generated are

comparable across facilities.

several of the additional data displays produced in the process of generating

the MEPR are of potential interest to decision making or management oriented

research. One of these is the Fourtn Level Detail Unit Cost Report (see

Appendix C), which lists expenses, performance factors, and selected

cost/performance ratios (e.g., cost per occupied bed day) for each account code

down to fourtn level specificity for an individual facility. In tne process of

preparing the report, the cost uata are edited for oivious errors, anid the

corrected data resubmitted until the report is consistent with other records the

facility maintains. The Fourtn Level Report is produced mainly for tne

facility's internal use. However, because of the detailed breakdown of cost and

performance infornation, it mignt oe useful for tracinig costs down as far as tne

level ot an individual ward or functional activity (e.g., cardiology,

aermatology) for research purposes. Since fourth level codes are optional,

tnere will be variability in tne detail of the reports received from different

facilities. A useful supplement to this report is the Computation Summary dhich

lists separately the direct, stepped down, reallocated, and purified expenses

for eacti account code, Gown to fourtn level.

In aoui'ion to tne MEPR, the Cost Accounting Section of tie Naval Medical

Connand compiles individual level reports into a set of JCA program reports

. (.CmP). These reports display comparable expense figures in tabular torm for

" all hospitals. For ease of comparison, many of the UCAP reports group each Naval

Aeuical Command into one of seven activity groups, each of .vnich is similar in

size, expense, arid to a certaiii extent, mission (all croup ' !iospi.als, for

12
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example, are large, teaching hospitals). Tnese reports coiitain very aggregated

cost figures, presented iii a format designea to facilitate inter-facility . 1<-

comparisons. (See the list of activity groups below in Table 2.) Inter-facility

comparisons for thie second quarter of 1983 are summarizea under the following

neadings: 1) analysis of functional categories; 2) analysis of inpatient care;

3) analysis of ambulatory care; 4) analysis of ancillary services; 5) dental

expenses and workload; and 6) average cost per occupied bed day and outpatient

visit.

Table 2

Naval Hospital Activity Groups, FY 82

GROUP A GROUP E
Besda Adak
Portsmouth, VA Guantanamo Bay
San Diego Roosevelt Roads
Oakland Subic Bay

Naples
GROUP B Rota
-Piensacol a Guam
Charleston Yokosuk a
Jacksonville Ok inawa
Long Beach
Great Lakes GROUP F
Camp Lejeune rortsmouth. NH
Camp Pendleton Annapol is

Q uan tic o
GROUP C Key West

14em~i sSeattle
Beaufort Port Hueneme
New London New Orleans
Orlando Pearl Harbor
Newport
Bremerton GROUP G
Philadelphia YVutua

London
GROUP D Idaho Falls

_Corpus Chr isti Cleveland
Cherry Point Crane
Lemoore Louisville
Whidbey Island
Patuxent River

Source: LT Michael Jones, Head of Cost Accounting
Accounting Section, Naval Medical Commnand



Issues in the Use of 'JCA Data

UCA data can be used by medical department managers to 1) compare

performance at the level of the ward, hospital, or service, arid 2) allocate

resources to hospitals and clinics. Managers should be aware, however, of

several issues related to the use of UCA data.

--The UCA data do not account for differences in the case mix complexity of

datients treated within each work center, therefore making comparisons among

hospitals liable to misinterpretation.

--The MEPR report provides costs per occupied bed day (080), a statistic

that is easily distorted by increasing patient length of stay. Because most of

the costs associated with treating a patient tend to occur within the first few

days of nospitalization, a hospital could easily reduce its cost per OB by

extending each patient's length of stay. Therefore, it might be useful to

supplement OBD ratios with a report of cost per disposition. This ratio can be

determined by dividing the cost data reported on the MEPR by the number of

dispositions reported for each respective work center.

--The potential time lag between accumulation of data into operating expense

accounts, submission of the expense and workload data for processing in the EAS,

and receipt of a corrected MEPR may limit tne usefulness of the UCA data for

* timely aecision-makin.g.

--Some editing of the data is done after the EAS nas allocated the costs to

work centers. This editing involves simple checks such as comparing the lumber

of )ccupied bed days to the number of dispositions to ensure that the first

,lumber is larger toari trie second (see Expense/Worloaa Relationships in

- Appendix 0 for examples of the tyoes of edit comparisons). More subtle

-errors such as the assignment )f expenses to an incorrect work centir are liKely

• .- • .-1.4
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to go undetected unless the reporting facility identifies or corrects them. 0

This -nay cause problems when cost comparisons are made among different

facilities.

--The use of cost pools may actually distort cost figures for some work '

centers. When costs are reallocated based upon a workload factor such as

occupied bed day, a smoothing out, or an averaging effect occurs. The apparent

costs of a work center with more intense resource consumption are likely to be

deflated while the costs of the work center with less intense consumption are

inflated. This gravitation toward the mean may make it more difficult to

identify the true source of costs (3).

--The actual authority structure in a hospital may not closely correspond

with the structure of the UCA system. This means that responsibility for

controlling direct costs of a single work center may fall on more than one

department head.

--Because the cost figures reported on the MEPR have been stepped down to

include reporting of indirect costs and overhead of all final accounts, some

sources of cost may actually be under the control of departments far removed

from the work center. For example, control of cleaning costs may not be

possible at the point of a medical, surgical, or ambulatory care work center; yet

tnese costs contribute to the total costs reported on the MEPR for these work

centers. In some instances management decisions should be based upon the

expenses of a work center before the stepdown procedure ras been done (this

direct expense information is available from the Computation Summary).

--The cost figures reported are a mix of variable and fixed costs.

Tyoically, the greater the caseload, the lower the fixed cost per patient.

Erroneous conclusions may be drawn i4 the non-independence of caseload and cost -

oer OBU is ignored.

15...,, ,"
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Conclus ion

The staff of the Research Department at the Naval School of Health Sciences

plan a study of alternative methods for distributing resources to individual

hospitals on the basis of average costs across all hospitals. The incorporation

of a case mix measure such as diagnosis related groups (DRGs) may supply

essential data for explaining cost and performance variations among facilities.

Such a linkage would permit managers to refine the allocation process by S

reflecting the cost of treating the unique mix of patients cared for by each

hospital. Tne UCA data issues discussed in this report need to be carefully

addressed before these two systems can be integrated into a viable management .

tool.

16
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APPENDIX A

Definition of Work Center

WORK CENTER. A discrete functional or organizational subdivision of a
military medical facility for which provision is made to accumulate and

measure its expense and determine its workload performance. The minimum

workenters for a military medical facility are established by the pre-
scribed operating expense accounts. Additional subordinate workcenters
may be established by the military medical treatment facility. Generally
the following criteria should be considered for establishing a workcenter:

- have identifiable expenses,

- have significant expenses,

- have allocated physical space,

- have allocated/assigned manpower,

- have meaningful work output,

- have a meaningful workload measure,

- have a uniqueness of service provided or expenses incurred when

compared to other established work centers,

- have compatibility with the medical treatment facility organizational
structure, and

- facilitate management decision making process.

Specifically, the following criteria shall be satisfied to establish a work

center:

- The performance of the function is one that is assigned or authorized

by higher medical authority.

- Manpower (staffing) is assigned. Such staffing may or may not be

authorized on the facility manning/staffing documents. In the areas of

Inpatient Care, Ambulatory Care, and Dental Care, this is defined to mean

that the medical or dental specialty or subspecialty is assigned.

- Physical space to accomplish the workload is allocated and utilized. ...

- Workload is generated.

..................................
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APPENDIX A (cont'd)

If the aforementioned criteria are satisfied, then a work center

will be established and expenses identified, collected, and re-

ported as provided for in this Uniform Chart of Accounts. If

physical space is allocated and utilized for the performance of

a function, and the specialty/subspecialty (in the case of a ward

or clinic) is provided on somne periodic basis, through consulta-

tive service, contract offices, TAD or TDY expenses will be ident-
ified, collected, and reported only if they are considered to be

significant by the medical treatment facility commander. Excep-

tions to the above criteria are:

- Reimbursement accounts,,

- Summary accounts,

- Base operations accounts,

- Holding or variance accounts,

- Indirect cost pools. ".-

w- -*

From: Department of Defense Uniform

Chart of Accounts for Fixed Military
Medical and Dental Treatment Facilities,
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Health Affairs) (DOD 6010.10-M: July, 1979)
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